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	Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid is definitely post-Western, much like The Wild Bunch. It features outlaws that don't fit in anywhere and a lot of emphasis on new technology and how it symbolizes a future that the classic Western hero can't fit into. While the violence in Butch Cassidy is not as exaggerated (or as omnipresent) as that in The Wild Bunch, it is more realistic than violence ever was in the Classical Western. We see people move as bullets hit them; we see blood from wounds. There is the one scene where Butch kills for the first time—he and Sundance shoot down a row of bandits. The manner in which one of them yells out and falls backward slowly brings to mind the shoot-out early in The Wild Bunch where a glass vitrine is shattered in slow motion. This film, much like The Wild Bunch, does not glorify violence. This idea is reinforced when, following the deaths of the bandits, Butch and Sundance realize that they can't go straight anymore. In an older Western film, they might have decided that they had killed criminals and that all was well in the world—their "murder" may have been part of the cycle of redemptive violence. No such thing in Butch Cassidy: killing the bandits was severing the last thread connecting Butch and Sundance to whatever goodness there might have been in them. Without it, they are no longer people who deserve to live despite their misdemeanors, and they are killed.
	A revisionist aspect that struck me was the rejection of the future. Throughout the first half of the film, the bicycle is an image of the future. It is new technology, it is efficient and great and does not use fuel and it doesn't need rest. It's a machine. As they flee for Bolivia, Butch tosses his bike aside, calling it useless. We know it isn't actually useless, so his accusation comes across more as an indignant insult than a judgment based in reflection. In throwing the bike away, he is condemning the future, telling it that it holds little for him. The other place where we see new technology is in the early scene in which two of Butch's gang get shot. The team of expert trackers that comes after Butch arrives on a train, a new kind of train, judging by the presentation of its engine. It's fast, it's small, it's light. It's futuristic. (I can't recall precisely, but I believe it was emitting steam rather than smoke.) In The Wild Bunch, the protagonists embrace new technology with a sort of grim enthusiasm. The machine gun is something that excites them, it's something they want to (and do) use. That's actually a big difference between this film and that: the attitude taken toward new technology. In both films, the future signifies the destruction of the old western lifestyle. While in The Wild Bunch, the protagonists choose to use new technology with a sort of "resigned to fate" pessimism. This is primarily to make a point, though, I think—it works in with the film's allegorical messages. Butch and Sundance are far less resigned to fate. They try to fight against the fast-moving future. They try to stay in the past. They eschew new technology, and that is in a way much more revisionist. They are always trying to go back—to Bolivia, then the idea of Australia. They want to go to a place not yet touched by the future. The stress on regaining the old West is key to the development of the movie as "so different" from the Classical Western—for Butch and Sundance to want the past so desperately, it must be far gone. Because they want to go back so badly, it is that far gone. The old West no longer exists in Butch Cassidy. That in and of itself is enough to brand a movie revisionist. But it's not just that the old West is gone. Mexico—the once-perfect place for those seeking the West to run—is no longer an option, as evidenced by the immediate jump to Bolivia. The Mexico that people like Ben Trane or Vin or Chris chose to go to no longer exists; it is gone with the old West. 
	The foundations of the Classical Western are collapsing around Butch and Sundance as they flee the future.
